
Fly Room Rules 
 
1) Clean up after yourself 
When you have finished working in the Fly Lab please: 

§ Return your flies to the incubator 
§ Return your unused fly food to the dedicated cupboards. 
§ Return your fly tools to the drawer/cupboard 
§ Discard stuff do you don't need in the appropriate locations (see below). 
§ Wipe down the area where you have been working using 70% Et-OH 

spray. 
§ Filled yellow autoclave bags should be closed with scotch tape and left 

outside the fly lab for pick up. 

Please clear your space whenever you leave the Fly Lab unless you plan to 
return immediately. 
 
2) Label your fly trays the right way 
We need to able to identify who is responsible for every tray in the Fly Lab 
and know how to contact them (if needed). Put a label on the front of your tray 
that tells us your name. 

3) Don’t let your flies get old 
Old fly cultures are (literally) breeding grounds for mites. Full-blown mite 
infections can delay experiments, publications, grant submissions, graduation 
and other scientific endeavors. Please play your part in preventing mite 
infestations by following these two simple rules: 

1. No fly cultures in the 25oC incubator more than 20 days old 
2. No fly cultures in the 22oC rooms (fly lab) more than 30 days old 

4) Don’t let your flies escape 
Your flies should not be allowed to escape from the lab. Design your fly 
handling procedures to minimize the chance of fly escape, and keep a close 
eye on the fate of all your flies including larvae, pupae and embryos. All 
unwanted flies should be sent to the autoclave or submerged in alcohol. 

5) Quarantine all new fly stocks 
To reduce the possibility of introducing mites or other parasitic/infectious 
pests into the Fly Lab, you must quarantine all new fly stocks for at least 2 
generations. This applies to all stocks that enter the DTS fly facility, including 
those from local labs or stock centres. For more information on how to 
quarantine new Drosophila stocks and recognize mites in your stocks please 
refer to: http://www.flyfacility.gen.cam.ac.uk/Flylab/mites 

  



6) CO2 Supply 
In case you notice that CO2 tanks are empty, please do not ignore it! Please 
ensure that someone in the Fly Facility is aware, so they can reorder CO2. 

§ To turn on CO2: turn the tap on top of the CO2 tank anti-clockwise 
(usually the right tank, if this one is empty the left tank) 

§ To turn off CO2: turn the tap on top of the CO2 tank clockwise (usually 
the right tank, if this one is empty the left tank). Turning off the 
CO2 supply ensures that we do not lose all our CO2 if there is a leak in the 
lab system. 

7) Dispose of stuff in the right place 
§ Unwanted flies: Tap unwanted flies into the fly morgue; there is one at 

each workstation. If the morgue is full, pour the contents into the sink and 
run cold water until the dead flies have all been washed down the drain. 
Refill the morgue with ethanol. 

§ Used fly trays: When you have finished with a fly tray, please dispose of 
it. Only the blue trays will be washed and reused. You should change 
your fly trays regularly to help keep the Fly Room clean and discourage 
mites. You will find new trays above the fly food.  

§ Used plastic: Used plastic fly tubes and collection plates (petri dishes) go 
into the yellow autoclave bags. They will be autoclaved and discarded. 

§ Broken glass: Put broken glass into the small yellow 'contaminated 
sharp” boxes. 

§ Cardboard/paper etc.: These materials go into the normal waste paper 
bins. No need to dispose of them in the autoclave waste. 

8) Leaving the Fly Lab 
If you are the last to leave the Fly Lab in the evening or during the weekend 
you should: 

§ Turn off the CO2 supply. 
§ Switch off the lights. 

9) Fly incubators 
Please keep them clean and do not change the temperature of the 25˚C 
incubator without informing people that have crosses in there. 
 
10) Fly duty 
Please make sure not to forget about your monthly fly duty: Rotating one 
week long fly duty for all persons working regularly in the Fly Room. 
 
11) Fly plastic vials/ bottles 
You will have to order the vials for your flies with your PI. Please order your 
vials (code 00944) / bottles (code 00945) from AUBMC HIS portal. 


